HY-oden Suru

To express that which cannot be put into words and cannot remain silent. Located at Asakusa in Japan, for more than a forty years, hy-oden Suru, a music school, has stood firm in a rapidly changing world. The hy-oden Suru School is one of Asakusa’s most prestigious performing arts conservatories.

The project for second semester advanced the themes of assemblage and transformation from first semester, but with a larger emphasis on the generation of a single architectural proposal in a complex urban context. It commenced at an urban scale. A ‘generic city’ of strict geometry had been fused with 10 actual cities (Dubrovnik, Madrid, Istanbul, Tunis, Tokyo, Amsterdam, Venice, Jerusalem, Paris and New York) to create distinct quarters which were woven into an overall urban order that was stabilized by two major diagonal axes (one land one water) as well as a harbour.
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